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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwSqLFPV_uY#t=04m30s (merely stopping) 
https://youtu.be/naniX7m2zOs?t=6m41s (formless) 

https://youtu.be/naniX7m2zOs?t=29m51s (non-coherent-modulation) 
https://youtu.be/naniX7m2zOs?t=33m5s (non-coherent-fadeout-unfinished elements) 

https://youtu.be/naniX7m2zOs?t=37m43s (non-coherent-fadeout-unfinished elements) 
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Journey, 2012 (stings): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkL94nKSd2M#t=03m52s 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkL94nKSd2M#t=06m01s 
Spore, 2008 (l-s-f): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utioaqgVKmw#t=11m15s 
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Real-time interactive transitions 

Pros:  
•  Continuity 
•  Coherent transition 
•  Time placement 

 
Cons:  

•  Case-specific 
•  Deterministic 
•  Repetitive 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8DogS1AhDM&index 
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1.  ENDING = EWMA of Minimum Remaining Time < 4 bars 
         && 
      Approaching the goal 

2.  RECOVERING = !ENDING && post-ENDING 
 
3.  GOAL_REACHED (irreversible) 



 

 

 

  Figure 3: Top-level decision points. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Context-aware time-specific rule  
for tonic in bar 1.

 
 
decisions are made in bars 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11 of the form as 
shown in Figure 3 (denoted as ‘dec_*’) for each blues 
cycle. In bar one a set of four non-terminal, type-level 
chord symbols (see 3.2.2) is probabilistically chosen. It 
follows that the rest of the top-level ‘dec_*’ decisions 
return two non-terminal chord symbols each. In other 
words, at certain points in the structure the grammar re-
turns a number of productions scheduled as future re-
writes or musical events. This approach is similar to the 
way that Keller and Morrison [27] used probabilistic 
grammars for the generation of style-abiding jazz melo-
dies. In [27] the grammar controls both rhythmic and 
melodic structure of melodies and the latter are extended 
by controlling the length of terminal strings produced (at 
each point). The points at which top-level choices should 
be made are determined by the form.  

It can be argued that the blues form can be divided into 
three four-bar sections (for clarity, note that here we take 
“blues form” to indicate the basic blues form along with 
its harmonic language (or variations known as rock ‘n’ 
roll blues, rock blues or others) and not what is known as 
jazz blues, Blues for Alice form etc.). 

For the sake of clarity of harmonic form and form flex-
ibility, in our example further division has been applied 
(bars 5 to 12).  Namely, dec_1, dec_7 and dec_11 can be 
seen as extended tonics ( I ), dec_5 as extended subdomi-
nant ( IV ) and dec_9 extended dominant. 

 Once ‘dec_*’ non-terminals are rewritten as non-
terminal chord symbols, a type-level rule is applied to 
produce a terminal chord symbol. Rewrites occur in a 
time-controlled manner. For instance, for the rule shown 
in Figure 5 the non-terminal ‘dec_1’ may rewrite as “I IV 
I I” with probability 0.25 (Figure 5). Next, if the context 
matches the rule in Figure 4 the tonic (I) in bar 1 will be  
rewritten as a terminal ‘i7’ with probability 0.4. Once a 
terminal has been reached, rewriting stops until the next 
musical time arrives (the next bar in this case). 
 

3.2.2 Grammar Design 

As Section 3.2.1 partly conveys, the grammar can be ab-
stracted as G = (M, T, R, S, P) where we have: 

 
- Start point S à dec_* dec_* dec_* … (form-

dependent time-stamped decision points at the be-
ginning of every cycle) 

- Non-terminals (non-t) M divided in:  
o Top-level non-t = { dec_*, cad, fin, rec } 

(see also Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.5) 
o Type-level non-t = { I, II, III, IV, V } 

- Terminals T = { i, i6, i7, iim7, iiim, iiim7, iv, iv6, 
iv7, v7 } 

- Set of rules R 
- Set of rewrite probabilities P 

Type-level non-t chord symbols function as an interme-
diate step after top-level non-terminals in order to control 
the final configuration of each chord according to its po-
sition and context (e.g. IV rewrites in either of ‘iv’, ‘iv6’ 
or ‘iv7’). 

For our blues example, the probabilities of production 
rules are hand-coded based on musical experience, how-
ever, we intend that in the future, probabilities will be 
learnt from style-appropriate corpora. Beyond the above 
elements, the system accepts a number of form-defining 
data, i.e. form length, harmonic rhythm (chords per bar), 
time-placements of top-level decisions in the form (‘dec’, 
‘cad’), time signature and an optimal harmonic form (see 
Section 3.2.5). 

Rules R are divided in timed (denoted with ‘_*’ in the 
grammar, Figures 3, 4 & 5) and general as well as con-
text-aware or not.  Two main divisions of rules R apply to 
non-terminals:  
- Timed rules (TR - denoted as ‘_*’ in the grammar) 

vs. general rules (GR). 
- and context-aware rules vs. context-free rules.  

As Roads and Wieneke state [26], a grammar described 
only by rewrite rules is weak for music description and 
generation of musical structure, unless somehow en-
hanced. In our case this enhancement relies on the time-
specification of certain rules as well as time-based resolu-
tion of hierarchical rewrites.  

The following sections (3.2.3 to 3.2.6) describe how the 
music engine responds to the signals received from the 
prediction engine, i.e. ENDING, RECOVERY and 
GOAL_REACHED (see Section 3.1). 

rule:  dec_1  à  0.2   I   I   I   I  

    à  0.1   I   I   V   I  

    à  0.25   I   IV   I   I 

    à  0.06   I   IV   V   I 
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    à  0.1   I   I   I   V 
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          :end_rule 

rule:  v7   I_1   I  à  0.3   v7   i  I 

           à 0.3   v7   i6   I 

           à 0.4   v7   i7   I 

          :end_rule 

dec_1															|	 																										|	 																										|	 																										|	
dec_5															|	 																										|	 dec_7															|	 																										|	
dec_9															|	 																										|	 dec_11													|	 																										|	
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Figure 5: LHS is a time-specific (bar 1) top-level deci-
sion rule. On the RHS each production probability is 
defined along with the type-level non-terminals pro-
duced (for bars 1 to 4). 
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Future of the field 

 
•  Refined transitions in Video Games 
 
•  FMOD / Wwise integration 

•  Improvements of my work.. 
–  Style modeling 
–  Transition / recovery optimisation 
–  Prediction optimisation 



Thank you! 


